
Read these  
instructions carefully  

before use and  
keep them for  

future reference.  
Your child’s safety may be 

affected if you do not follow 
these instructions.

Assembly 
Instructions

ATS All Terrain Swivel
• 360° Swivel Front Wheel For Extreme Maneuverability
•  Air Glide Suspension System For Smooth  

And Comfortable Ride
This product complies with ASTM F833-05a
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• �Warning: Prevent serious injury to your child by always using the  
safety harness.

• �Warning: Any load attached to the handle affects the stability of the stroller. 

• �Warning: It may be dangerous to leave your child unattended.

• �Warning: Recommended weight for seat pocket is 2 lbs. (1 kg.)  
and basket is 10 lbs. (4.5 kg.). Excessive weight may cause a hazardous  
unstable condition to exist.

•  Unapproved accessories shall not be used.

•  Always use your wrist strap – these strollers can really roll, and the  
wrist strap gives you control if you should slip or fall down.

•  The passenger should remain seated (no standing in the stroller).

•  Watch out for cars – never assume that a driver can see you and your child.

•  Intended for passengers up to five years of age.

•  Total weight load recommended for this stroller is 75 lbs. (34 kg.)  
(combined passenger and baggage weight.)

•  This stroller seats one passenger.

•  It may be unsafe to use replacement parts other than those supplied or 
approved by the manufacturer.

•  Never use roller blades while using a Baby Jogger.

For the sake of your precious cargo, please read 
these warnings before using your stroller. 



Frame
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�.  Unpack stroller from box and set wheels aside.

2.  Flip stroller so handle is laying on top and pull handle up until frame locks into position.

 Warning: Ensure all 
locking devices are 
engaged before use. 
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Footplate

notE:  The footplate will come with two screws. If you are missing one, please give us a 
call at 800.241.1848.

�.  Lay footplate onto stroller frame. 
You may need to remove lower 
section of the seat to gain better 
access.

2.   While holding onto footplate, push up 
on stroller frame until handle is laying on 
floor.  This will allow you to look under 
footplate in order to secure it to frame.

3.   Align the holes on the frame with the holes 
on the footplate and secure with the screws.
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Front Wheel

�.  To install front wheel, keep stroller with 
handle resting on the floor and lock front 
wheel forks by pushing down on locking 
button on footplate.

2.   Insert the front wheel into forktips by 
aligning the axle flats with the forktips flats 
and inserting the skewer latch into the 
stroller’s front forks.

3.   Secure front wheel to frame by turning the front wheel 
lever while holding the lock nut on the opposite side.  
Tighten until you feel tension on the lever and then 
flip wheel lever over so that the word “CLOSED” is 
visible.  The wheel lever should face toward the rear 

of stroller to prevent it from 
getting accidentally caught on 
something and opening up 
during use. 
 
Bring stroller frame back into 
the upright position.

Skewer Latch

Front Fork
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•  To install rear wheels, push on 
the button located at center 
of wheel and gently slide the 
wheel‘s axle into the hole in 
the stroller‘s axle end until 
you hear it click into place.

•  To remove, simply push in on 
the button located at center 
of wheel while pulling out 
the wheel.

Rear Wheels

iMPortant:  To ensure the wheel is properly secured to the frame, test by trying to 
pull the wheel out after installing. 
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�.  Fasten front end of basket by securing 
the basket snap straps around the frame 
right above the footplate.

Basket

2.    Now secure the back end of the basket 
around the center bar on the stroller frame.
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Seat

•  Fasten the two bottom 
Velcro straps to their 
partner straps by threading 
each Velcro strap through 
the D-Ring and Velcro 
back to themselves.

Your seat comes partially attached to the frame.  
Please follow the steps below to finish securing it. 
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�.  To recline: Pinch the clam and slide it down 
the recline strap to desired angle and gently 
push seat down with your hand.

2.  To return to the upright position:  
Hold the D-Ring on the end of the recline 
strap in one hand and use the other to 
pinch the clamp and slide it up the strap.

Reclining Seat

�.  To secure 
the beverage 
holder onto 
your stroller, 
simply Velcro 
straps around 
handlebar frame 
and Velcro back 
to itself.

Beverage Holder

Store small items such as cell phone, keys and small wallets 
in the zipper compartment so that they are not lost.

When installed the beverage 
holder will look like this.
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�.  To adjust side straps: Press side buckle latch 
and slide strap to lengthen or shorten.

Safety Harness

 Warning:  always use the crotch strap in combination with  
the waist belt.

�.  Unclip top of shoulder 
strap from the seat and 
re-clip on the pair of seat 
loops closest to child‘s 
shoulder height.

3.  To buckle: Simply push side 
buckle into center buckle until 
it locks in place.  
To unbuckle: Press one side 
of the center button and pull 
the corresponding side buckle 
away from the center buckle.

2.  To adjust the strap length: 
Remove the shoulder pads 
and move the plastic guide 
up or down to lengthen or 
shorten.

�.  To adjust 
the center 
strap, 
move its 
plastic 
guide up 
or down.
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3.  For more ventilation, roll up one or both 
of the side panel flaps and secure them 
with the elastic loops.

2.  To extend it to its fullest position, 
simply unsnap canopy strap and 
pull forward.

�.  To use your 
canopy simply 
pull forward 
to the desired 
stage.

Canopy

�.  Peek-a-boo window allows you to 
check on baby without having to go 
around the stroller.
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 Warning:  Engage parking device before loading and  
unloading passenger. 

Brake

�.  Push center brake 
pedal down to engage 
rear parking brake.

2.  To release rear parking 
brake, simply lift up on 
center brake pedal.
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2.  When handle is halfway, reach over and grab 
the LIFT strap located on seat and pull up.

�.  To fold stroller, simply squeeze fold latches 
located near handle of stroller while 
pushing down on handle.

Folding
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Steering

•  Steering your stroller is simple:  It is balanced 
to turn with just a light touch on the handlebar 
without having to lift the front wheel.

Wrist Strap

•  Make sure wrist strap is attached to bottom crossbar 
and is secured properly around your wrist whenever a 
child is in the stroller.  The stroller is lightweight and ready 
to roll – with or without you – and the safety wrist strap 
helps you gain control over your stroller.

In the Dark

•  Since we are concerned about the safety of you and  
your child, we recommend that you not use your 
stroller at night.  However, if you choose to, please 
attach reflective strips to the wheel spokes and the 
seat.  Bicycle lights can also be mounted on the handle 
crossbar. These accessories can be found at most  
bike stores.

In Motion
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Washing

•  You can machine wash your stroller’s seat in cold water with a mild detergent.  
To minimize shrinkage, simply reattach the seat to the frame to dry.   
(Please do not put the seat in the dryer!)

•  Be sure to remove the frame from the back of the 
seat before washing.

•  The stroller frame can be cleaned using a soft,  
dry cloth, and an occasional spray of household wax 
will maintain its healthy glow.

Wheel Care

•  Moisture – especially from the beach – can rust the wheel.   
Spraying regularly with a silicone lubricant will keep your wheels  

looking healthy.

Storing

•  Sunshine can fade seat fabric and dry out tires, so storing  
your stroller indoors will prolong its good looks.  However,  
if you do store it outside, using a tarp will help protect against 
weather wear.

Stroller Care



We wish you many happy journeys with your new  

stroller!  Your stroller is a great product, and we 

are proud to manufacture it.  If you have any 

questions or comments, please give us a call at:

BJC ATS 3/07

1.800.241.1848

Baby Jogger is a Division of Dynamic Brands

8575 Magellan Parkway, Suite 1000 • Richmond, VA 23227
T: 800.241.1848 • F: 804.262.6277

www.babyjogger.com

Thank You!


